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Through journal entries, sixteen-year-old Miranda describes her family's struggle to survive after a meteor hits the moon, causing worldwide tsunamis, earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions.
The Scavengers - After a calamity wiped out most of earth’s population a hundred years before, the remaining million or so souls has divided up into two basic groups: Men in lodges whose life consists of
scavenging for the remains of civilization along the coast, and groups of females who use men as draft animals and for impregnation. Everything was moving along fairly smoothly until the Martians landed.
Mountain Of The Ancients - In a post apocalyptic future, earth has reverted to a low-tech system of kingdoms and female leadership, held together by an empress. One couple emerges, Darnel and his fierce
wife Betty, who are called upon by the empress to escort her to the Mountain Of The Ancients to coronate a new empress who will take over the reins of power.
He hated the rules until the power grid failed.Tyler Ford is a tour guide, a brother, and the son of a prepper from Whitefish, Montana. Robbed of a childhood and forced to learn his father's stringent rules of
survival for every kind of apocalypse, he couldn't wait to leave home, but when an EMP obliterates the United States electrical grid, takes out communication and stalls vehicles, Tyler must face the past and
remember what he taught him if he hopes to make it out of Vegas alive. When chaos erupts, will you know the rules to survive?Erika Lyons just wanted an evening away from the hectic world of hotel
management but she got more than she expected. There's only one thing worse than a bad date, that's relying on them to keep you alive. Demanding guests were a challenge, desperate ones, pure hell. As
food stops being delivered, vehicles clog up the streets, and society begins to unravel, sin city could be the most dangerous place in America.In a world without power, fighting to stay alive may be the only
rule that matters.With no warning, no communication, and planes falling out of the sky, the Ford's may be the only ones who know what it takes to thrive. Can Tyler, and two ordinary strangers survive the
perilous journey home to Montana? Can the Ford family hold it together long enough to push back the tide of violence, looters and roving gangs? And will they help the community survive as the world is
thrown into darkness?Rules of Survival is book one in Survival Rules, a post-apocalyptic EMP thriller series following the Ford family and their community as they fight to survive after an EMP destroys the
nation's power grid.
Could you push past your limits to survive the apocalypse? After the deadliest virus known to man, law and order have collapsed. The surviving few are left to fight their way through the ashes of civilization.
Chaos reigns. What if your preparations weren't enough? Nick thought he was ready. He has a lodge in the mountains in New Mexico, packed full of supplies and ammo. He thought he could protect his
family, but the virus took them anyway. Soon, he finds others that rely on him. With everything lost, can he find the strength in himself to go on? Could you face your greatest fears? Liz is trapped in
Albuquerque. A dangerous battle rages. Gunshots and explosions ring out. She doesn't have long to live if she stays. The only way out is through the mountains, and there's only one man who can take her.
But can she put her faith in a stranger's promise? Only a few survived the outbreak, but that was just the beginning. Now they'll have to fight harder than ever to stay alive. After the Outbreak is Book 1 in a
post-apocalyptic thriller series about people pushing past their limits as they try to survive the end of the world
While no one looks forward to what comes after Doomsday, author K. Scott Bradbury prompts readers to consider what will happen and how to mentally and physically prepare. In his debut work of nonfiction,
The Post-Apocalyptic Primer, he examines what life might look like after the end of the world and it's not as abysmal as some might fear. In ten chapters including: Assessing Your Existing Survival Skills,
Civilization After the Fall of Civilization, and Eat, Drink, and Be Wary, Bradbury offers commonsense strategies that exponentially boost one's chances of a bright future. Among other Apocalyptic scenarios,
he describes what one might expect after a seismic catastrophe, an ice age event, nuclear war, and alien invasion as well as the stages of disorder, which he breaks down into Instant, Coming Soon, and
Slow-Burn events. Where someone lives makes a big difference, but besides new threats, there are also new careers, new hobbies, and a whole new adventure, the only trick is to be ready for it.
What would you do to survive?Weeks after the EMP, society is collapsing. Food is scarce and violence prevails. Surviving has never been harder. Max's group is heading west, trying to find a home away
from the chaos. They'll need more supplies for their trip, so they go scavenging in a seemingly-abandoned town. But is Albion really as safe as it seems?Chad thought he had it together. He'd been pulling his
own weight. But the stress is getting to him. Does he have the strength to resist a path back to his old habits? One wrong move and he could put everyone's life in danger.Holed up in the farmhouse, John and
Cynthia try to figure out their next move. The militia is closing in. Each passing minute means more danger. But where else can they go?Pushing On is book 3 of The EMP, a post-apocalyptic survival thriller
series. It deals with real people fighting for their survival every inch of the way.
Do you have what it takes to survive?The EMP hits. The lights go out and silence roars. Society is on the brink of violent chaos. The only way to survive is to get out, away from the cities and into the
wilderness.Max is an office worker with some gear and a plan. He's one of the first to realize the unspoken dangers. A few years ago, he inherited an old farmhouse. His plan is to get to it as fast as possible
and bunker down. He thinks he's ready, but he quickly discovers that there's more to surviving than just having the right gear. Mandy is a waitress with the day off work. What seems like a normal power
outage quickly turns terrifying. Her peaceful town is no longer the home she once knew. She's offered a way out, but can she put her trust in a perfect stranger? Georgia is a single mother who just wants to
keep his two teenage kids safe. She drives a pickup and loves hunting. She has skills that could keep her family alive, but is she ready to make life or death decisions in the blink of an eye?Do Max, Mandy,
and Georgia have what it takes to overcome the unexpected? After all, even the best-laid plans can come up short.Getting Out is book 1 of The EMP, a post-apocalyptic survival thriller series. It deals with
real people fighting for their survival every inch of the way.
This book confronts the question of why our culture is so fascinated by the apocalypse. It ultimately argues that while many see the post-apocalyptic genre as reflective of contemporary fears, it has actually
co-evolved with the transformations in our mediascape to become a perfect vehicle for transmedia storytelling. The post-apocalyptic offers audiences a portal to a fantasy world that is at once strange and
familiar, offers a high degree of internal consistency and completeness, and allows for a diversity of stories by different creative teams in the same story world. With case studies of franchises such as The
Walking Dead and The Terminator, Transmedia Storytelling and the Apocalypse offers analyses of how shifts in media industries and reception cultures have promoted a new kind of open, world-building
narrative across film, television, video games, and print. For transmedia scholars and fans of the genre, this book shows how the end of the world is really just the beginning...
Six weeks into the apocalypse, would you have hope? From an emergency landing, to a full-blown riot, to a militia gone rogue, Colt and Walter have survived it all. Joining forces, their group heads toward
Walter's cabin and the promise of a new life. But mother nature has other plans. When your life is in danger, can you summon the courage to fight? Madison and Tracy think they're safe at a cabin in woods.
But a chance meeting with a stranger reveals how vulnerable they really are. Faced with an unpredictable threat, the pair must defend their new home, even when the odds are stacked against them. The end
of the world brings out the best and worst in all of us. Dangerous wild animals, hidden traps on the road, and violent strangers combine to push everyone to the limit. If Walter and Colt can't make it back home
in time, Madison and Tracy might not survive. It's a battle against nature and man that only the strong will survive. The EMP is only the beginning. Hope Sparks is book seven in the After the EMP series, a
post-apocalyptic thriller series following ordinary people trying to survive after a geomagnetic storm destroys the nation's power grid.
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Since the formation of Earth billions of years ago, it has been through cataclysmic changes.She's been frozen and fried, pummeled from space and experienced naturalChanges like the
reversing of its magnetic poles.It's happening now and the face of the planet may never be the same."Geostorm will leave you breathless!"International bestselling author Bobby Akart delivers
up-all-night survival thrillers in The Geostorm Series, the story of a planet-changing phenomenon, a natural disaster brought about by the Earth itself."Pulse pounding excitement. Akart pulls
you into the story with his masterful writing talent until you are holding your breath captivated by the plot twists and each turn of the page leading you deeper into the world he has spun."
Throughout the millennia, mankind has faced epic floods. Evidence shows that the sudden reversal of the planet's magnetic field, a fast pole reversal, had a profound impact on climactic
conditions. What was once frozen, is not melted. The rising sea levels had to go somewhere. In past civilizations, man persevered because after these floods, the waters always receded. Until
they didn't. As the catastrophe unfolds, does a well-intentioned effort to save America's power grid result in unintended deaths? How will families cope with the changing face of the planet, and
the brutality of their fellow man?"One of the best living speculative fiction writers today." Will the planet return to the dark ages? Will we destroy civilization ourselves before the Sun gets its
chance? Follow the story of the Boone family, Indiana farmers and their children who battle Mother Nature, her animals, and their fellow man, in The Flood. "Man, what a rush!" Earth is alive.
Deep beneath her skin is our planet's life blood.Rivers of molten iron, pushing around a core - her beating heart.This moving, fluid iron generates the magnetic field maintaining the delicate
balance of life on earth.Until she has a change of heart. "Spellbinding. Best Akart book to date-no one can hold your attention better!" International bestselling author Bobby Akart delivers
pulse-pounding thrills in The Geostorm Series, the story of a planet-changing phenomenon, a natural disaster brought about by the Earth itself. "Every time I have read a series by this author,
I think, wow, this is the best. Now, I think, this is definitely the best. Action, suspense, everything-a definite thumbs up."The Earth's magnetic field surrounds our planet like an invisible force
field connected by a north and south pole. It's what makes compasses point north and it protects our atmosphere from the continual bombardment of geomagnetic storms from the Sun.
Without a magnetic field, the planet's atmosphere would be stripped away leaving critical infrastructure at risk and humanity exposed to deadly radiation. What happens when these poles
begin to wander? This field grows weaker with deadly consequences for all of humanity. The change in the world's climate could change the face of the planet as we know it. "Akart is one of
those very rare authors who makes things so visceral, so real, that you experience what he writes." Readers will become enthralled with the discoveries of Chapman Boone, former storm
chaser, and full-time field meteorologist who begins to experience extraordinary weather anomalies. His sister, Kristi Boone, is a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine known for being attune to the
exotic animals within her care. At first, the changes in the animals' behavior are subtle ... until they aren't. Follow the story of the Squire and Sarah Boone family, Indiana farmers and their
children who begin to recognize the signs of The Shift. "Bobby Akart is truly one of the best, greatest writers alive today."
Level 7 is the diary of Officer X-127, who is assigned to stand guard at the "Push Buttons," a machine devised to activate the atomic destruction of the enemy, in the country’s deepest bomb
shelter. Four thousand feet underground, Level 7 has been built to withstand the most devastating attack and to be self-sufficient for five hundred years. Selected according to a psychological
profile that assures their willingness to destroy all life on Earth, those who are sent down may never return. Originally published in 1959, and with over 400,000 copies sold, this powerful
dystopian novel remains a horrific vision of where the nuclear arms race may lead, and is an affirmation of human life and love. Level 7 merits comparison to Huxley’s A Brave New World and
Orwell’s 1984 and should be considered a must-read by all science fiction fans.
This book examines how contemporary women novelists have successfully transformed and rewritten the conventions of post-apocalyptic fiction. Since the dawn of the new millennium, there
has been an outpouring of writing that depicts the end of the world as we know it, and women writers are no exception to this trend. However, the book argues that their fiction is distinctive.
Contemporary women’s work in this genre avoids conservatism, a nostalgic mourning for the past, and the focus on restoring what has been lost, aspects key to much male authored
apocalyptic fiction. Instead, contemporary women writers show readers the ways in which patriarchy and neo-colonialism are intrinsically implicated in the disasters they envision, and offer
qualified hope for a new beginning for society, culture and literature after an imagined apocalyptic event. Exploring science, nature and matter, the posthuman body, the maternal imaginary,
time, narrative and history, literature and the word, and the post-secular, the book covers a wide variety of writers and addresses issues of nationality, race and ethnicity, as well as gender and
sexuality.
Exploring postapocalypticism in the Black literary and cultural tradition, this book extends the scholarly conversation on Afro-futurist canon formation through an examination of futuristic
imaginaries in representative twentieth and twenty-first century works of literature and expressive culture by Black women in an African diasporic setting. The author demonstrates the
implications of Afro-futurist literary criticism for Black Atlantic literary and critical theory, investigating issues of hybridity, transcending boundaries, temporality and historical recuperation.
Covering writers including Octavia Butler, Edwidge Danticat, Nalo Hopkinson, Toni Morrison, Jesmyn Ward and Beyoncé, this book examines the ways Black women artists attempt to recover
a raced and gendered heritage, and how they explore an evolving social order that is both connected to and distinct from the past.
Could you survive the collapse?Two weeks after the virus outbreak, the trouble is just beginning. Nick, Jessa, and the rest of the group defended their home against a vicious attack. But the
worst is yet to come. When Nick is forced to venture into new territory, he discovers just how deadly the world is now. With modern society in ruins, criminal elements are organizing and trying
to take control.Could you find the courage you need?Matt Redmond is the only survivor in his town. He needs to get out if he wants to stay alive. A glimmer of hope lies in New Mexico, 800
miles away. It's a dangerous journey that would test anyone's bravery. And Matt just turned thirteen.Law and order are long gone.An alliance brings hope, but not even new friends can help
Nick and the others when disaster strikes. With members of the group scattered, can they find their way back to each other? In this dangerous new world, how far will they go for their
makeshift family?Fight to Live is Book 2 in a post-apocalyptic thriller series about people pushing past their limits as they try to survive the end of the world.
Few periods in history are so fundamentally contradictory as the Baroque, the culture flourishing from the mid-sixteenth to the mid-eighteenth centuries in Europe. When we hear the term
âBaroque,â the first images that come to mind are symmetrically designed gardens in French chateaux, scenic fountains in Italian squares, and the vibrant rhythms of a harpsichord. Behind
this commitment to rule, harmony, and rigid structure, however, the Baroque also embodies a deep fascination with wonder, excess, irrationality, and rebellion against order. The Oxford
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Handbook of the Baroque delves into this contradiction to provide a sweeping survey of the Baroque not only as a style but also as a historical, cultural, and intellectual concept. With its thirtyeight chapters edited by leading expert John D. Lyons, the Handbook explores different manifestations of Baroque culture, from theatricality in architecture and urbanism to opera and dance,
from the role of water to innovations in fashion, from mechanistic philosophy and literature to the tension between religion and science. These discussions present the Baroque as a broad
cultural phenomenon that arose in response to the enormous changes emerging from the sixteenth century: the division between Catholics and Protestants, the formation of nation-states and
the growth of absolutist monarchies, the colonization of lands outside Europe and the mutual impact of European and non-European cultures. Technological developments such as the
telescope and the microscope and even greater access to high-quality mirrors altered mankindâs view of the universe and of human identity itself. By exploring the Baroque in relation to these
larger social upheavals, this Handbook reveals a fresh and surprisingly modern image of the Baroque as a powerful response to an epoch of crisis.
"Always surprises and always entertains." Jonathan Maberry, Rot & Ruin ZAPHEADS #1: BONE AND CINDER A post-apocalyptic thriller set in the world of the bestselling AFTER series.
When Mackie Dailey survives a cataclysmic solar storm that wipes out civilization and mutates others into violent killers, he seeks out the one person he cares about most. But when he returns
to a college campus looking for Allie, he discovers she is a Zaphead—nearly unrecognizable as the human he once loved. Mackie becomes caught in a power struggle among a small group of
survivors who turn the campus into a stronghold against the Zaphead threat. His old nemesis, Lucas Krider, has taken charge, but Krider’s vision of a new world is just as horrifying as the
extinction they all face. Will Mackie sacrifice himself so the group has a chance to survive, or will his demons turn out to be more dangerous than the strange, rampaging creatures that nature
has unleashed? Look for Zapheads #2: Scars and Ashes. ------------------------------------- keywords: free ebook, freebie, post-apocalyptic horror, survivalists, EMP, supernatural sci-fi, science
fiction horror books, zombie fiction, futuristic action and adventure, books like Stephen King, patient zero horror, mutant thriller ebooks, survival military fiction, dystopian zombies, doomsday
preppers, D.J. Molles, David Moody, Blake Crouch, G. Michael Hopf, Hugh Howey, J.L. Bourne, David Wellington, Brian Keene, Bobby Adair, T.W. Piperbrook, Nicholas Sansbury Smith
Earth reels in the aftermath of a savage solar storm, a global disaster of unprecedented proportion which leaves most of the world without electrical power or the means to restore it. Across
the world, the responses of unprepared national governments' are too little, too late. In the U.S., order collapses and opportunistic forces rise to fill the power vacuum, as what remains of a selfserving federal bureaucracy prioritizes the survival of politicians and bureaucrats over that of the general population. As chaos and starvation spread, isolated pockets of survivors unite to
survive. In Texas, Captain Jordan Hughes and a ragtag group of seamen and ex-Coastguardsmen gather their families close and resist the depredations of a hoard of escaped convicts.
Meanwhile, in North Carolina, a similarly determined group of survivors attempts to use salvaged resources, not only to save themselves, but also to feed the hungry. But not everyone is
happy about the efforts of the valiant and resourceful few. Secure in his Camp David compound, a corrupt president consolidates power and builds a mercenary force to deal with any possible
challenges to his absolute authority and to seize all dwindling resources for 'government use and fair distribution.' Survivors of the natural disaster are thus dealt another blow as they're
betrayed by the very government established to protect them. Do they knuckle under to a dictator, or do they PUSH BACK?
EXCERPT: FROM KIMBERLY BETHUNE TOMLINSON’S JOURNAL JUNE 19th, 2024 I’m glad you are reading this. It is a record of what we did when all the gods were dead. We live in the
aftermath of the HEDV retrovirus outbreak. The effects of the virus were catastrophic. Billions died. Some people had immunity to the virus: the small percentage of the population that carried
one abnormal copy of the hemoglobin gene, the gene that causes sickle cell disease. You see where I’m going, don’t you? More people of color have survived, immune, than whites. The
usual demographics of the US are now inverted. With the correlation of survival with darker skin color, it has become all race. It always was. Most white people were all right with this change.
But you can guess who isn’t.White supremacists. MAGA hat wearing, confederate flag waving, tiki torch bearing white people. You can guess why: their whole worldview has been flipped.
Health, wealth, beauty—all that was attractive and desirable—is now associated with blackness. Poverty, illness, criminality, the breakdown of family and civility—these are white things now. And
the supremacists—in full and utter denial that it is their obscure genetic connection to Africans that has granted them immunity—are apoplectic. They’ve declared war. They’re out to
exterminate all people of color. And thanks to their persistent lobbying efforts of the NRA to ensure semi-automatic rifles, high-capacity magazines, and bump stocks were never regulated
(even while things such as cars, nasal decongestants, milk, and happy meals were), there are more guns left in America than people. Black people, their white allies, we knew it was time or
organize, to save ourselves. So now it’s wild west, Mad Max, Red Dawn, Hunger Games, Civil War II, whatever you want to call it. The apocalypse has come. God help us.
Visions of the American city in post-apocalyptic ruin permeate literary and popular fiction, across print, visual, audio and digital media. American Cities in Post-Apocalyptic Science Fiction explores the
prevalence of these representations in American culture, drawing from a wide range of primary and critical works from the early-twentieth century to today. Beginning with science fiction in literary magazines,
before taking in radio dramas, film, video games and expansive transmedia franchises, Robert Yeates argues that post-apocalyptic representations of the American city are uniquely suited for explorations of
contemporary urban issues. Examining how the post-apocalyptic American city has been repeatedly adapted and repurposed to new and developing media over the last century, this book reveals that the
content and form of such texts work together to create vivid and immersive fictional spaces in ways that would otherwise not be possible. Chapters present media-specific analyses of these texts, situating
them within their historical contexts and the broader history of representations of urban ruins in American fiction. Original in its scope and cross-media approach, American Cities in Post-Apocalyptic Science
Fiction both illuminates little-studied texts and provides provocative new readings of familiar works such as Blade Runner and The Walking Dead, placing them within the larger historical context of imaginings
of the American city in ruins.
Fictional accounts of the end of the world rarely explore the end of humanity; instead they present the end of what we now know and the opportunity to start over. Postapocalyptic Fiction and the Social
Contract: 'We'll Not Go Home Again' contends that postapocalyptic fiction reflects one of our most basic political motivations and uses these fictional accounts to explore the move from the state of nature to
civil society through a Hobbesian, a Lockean, and a Rousseauian lens.
Two thousand years in the future. The world is a wasteland, but the women are still gorgeous. Jack Bowman is out of luck and out of money. That is, until he gets an offer to be a part of an experiment for a
major scientific research company. All he has to do is get cryogenically frozen for a few years and he'll be rich. What could go wrong? Quite a bit, as it turns out. When Jack's pod splits open and he's met by
two beautiful women, he's introduced to a very different world from the one he left behind. There are warring tribes, mutated animals, actual monsters, and even ogres. With so many threats, how can anyone
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hope to survive? Lucky for Jack, being frozen was only half the experience. The other part is swimming around his bloodstream, and it's turning him into something more than human. Warning: This story
contains adult situations, course language, and other fun things. Read at your own risk.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE • A searing, post-apocalyptic novel about a father and son's fight to survive, this "tale of survival and the miracle of goodness only adds to
McCarthy's stature as a living master. It's gripping, frightening and, ultimately, beautiful" (San Francisco Chronicle). A father and his son walk alone through burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged
landscape save the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones, and when the snow falls it is gray. The sky is dark. Their destination is the coast, although they don't know what, if anything, awaits them
there. They have nothing; just a pistol to defend themselves against the lawless bands that stalk the road, the clothes they are wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each other. The Road is the profoundly
moving story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains, but in which the father and his son, "each the other's world entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it
is an unflinching meditation on the worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness, desperate tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total devastation.
As the beautiful chosen Goddess named Yumi is born she gets the Fang Necklace placed around her by her Great Grandfather of whom used to belong to Organization XXI and placed his ring upon this
newborn warrior, as she does not know the secret that her Great Grandfather is holding out of her about the truth behind that necklace and the real meaning of it soon by no later than her fifth birthday raised
by the deadliest forces of martial arts ever known in what is known as the Forbidden Palace, standing deep in the grounds of Doujiin’s Dojo in the furthest east of Ancient Japan she soon becomes uncharted,
left stranded alone to get through the test of the impassible judgment tests of darkness. The unknown location only she has survived as the only human that is far away from civilization, for she is the final
hope and is known as the rebirthed Japanese Fox Tailed Goddess of War always carrying her Twin Phoenix Katanas. Sleeping every night she still hears the Song of a hundred thousand rose pedals wanting
more each day to learn it, in order to take down the most grand of all dark forces in order to carry forth her most prestigious honor for her family and home. On the quest to finally destroy Diisuke once and for
all she must while enduring much pain and destruction push through destroying everything the King of the Dark Chinese Gods throws at her reaching him in time before it is too late as the universe would fall
into oblivion. Soon enough by the point she will have reached her eighteenth birthday the biggest secret in the world is revealed that while she is immortal there is a price to pay as with her power she belongs
to the Organization, in which there are twenty-one members and she is the final member of this deadliest group to ever be reckoned with, however what she does not know is that if this curse is to be lifted
she would not only have to stop the creator behind who created the Organization in the first place but in turn she would have to die as well.
Pushing OnA Post-Apocalyptic EMP Survival Thriller
How much could you take?Society continues to unravel. Supplies are low, and the survivors are more desperate than ever.Max is on his own, without food or water. A day's journey has turned into four days
and four nights. If he can't find the gas they desperately need, what will happen to his friends back at camp?Georgia and Mandy wait for Max to return. Without food, they struggle daily. At any moment, the
enemy could appear. Weakened by her injury, will Georgia be able to lead the defense of the camp? Will the others have enough strength to follow?John and Cynthia are trying to track down Max. With Dale's
help, they've made it to the compound. But when they mention Max's name, tensions quickly rise. Will they be able to get out of what they've gotten themselves into?Surviving Chaos is book 4 of The EMP, a
post-apocalyptic survival thriller series. It deals with real people fighting for their survival every inch of the way.
This collection explores and interrogates the complex role of the child character in the dystopian landscape of post-apocalyptic cinema, including classic, recent, and international films, approached from a
variety of theoretical, methodological, and cultural perspectives.
How long would you last?It's been two weeks since the EMP. Getting out was just the beginning. Staying alive is proving harder than anyone could have imagined. Max knows people will come from the cities.
He knows they'll be ready to fight, to do whatever it takes to ensure their own survival. Will he be able to lead the others in the defense of the farmhouse, even when he's still recovering from his
injuries?Georgia is in charge of hunting for food. But each trip into the woods brings her closer to danger. She's already seen signs of others out there. It's just a matter of time before she runs into people who
will do anything to get her gun and her gear. How dangerous do things have to get before she stops trying to provide for her kids?John is Max's estranged brother. He had a good life in the city. He'd always
made fun of Max for worrying about being prepared. Now, his upscale apartment has become a prison cell. He's wishing he was more like his brother. Does he want to have what it takes to try to get out of
the city?Staying Alive is book 2 of The EMP, a post-apocalyptic survival thriller series. It deals with real people fighting for their survival every inch of the way.

Prepare to feel the cold in your bones in this soul-stirring series about six strangers who face the horrors of a virus-ravaged world, and the hope, love, and family they find in one another along
the way. These are the Savage North Chronicles. Over 2,000 pages of superhuman abilities, harrowing adventures, and heartwarming moments that will give you all the feels. What readers
are saying... ? ? ? ? ? "One of the most beautiful series ever read." - Amazon Reviewer ? ? ? ? ? "You feel the lump in your throat, the tears in your eyes, and the fullness in your heart. That's
what these characters, this series gives to me." - Jennifer G, Vine Voice ? ? ? ? ? "I was obsessively in love!" - Carol Goodreads Addict Reviews ? ? ? ? ? "The chemistry between Elle and
Jackson smolders." - Amazon Reviewer ? ? ? ? ? "At roughly 3am I knew sleep was not happening!" -Amazon Reviewer Savage North Chronicles Reading Order: 1. THE DARKEST WINTER
Elle - Haunting shadows are nothing new to Elle St. James, she’s been running from them all her life. But since the outbreak spread from the lower forty-eight, new monsters lurk in the
darkness. After Elle wakes from the fever, capable of horrific deeds, she fears she’s one of them. Jackson - After the world goes mad and takes his family with it, Jackson Mitchell tosses
aside his badge and decides a bottle of bourbon and the depths of despair are preferable to any semblance of living. All of that changes, however, when a group of young survivors are in dire
need of his help and Jackson sacrifices his blissful oblivion in order to keep them safe.Brought together under the worst possible circumstances, Elle and Jackson must face the inexplicable
realities of the new world. Their past lives are over, and the arctic isn’t all that’s savage anymore. 2 THE LONGEST NIGHT, prequel novella Life seemed complicated for Sophie when she
had teen pregnancy and her squeaky-clean reputation as the mayor’s daughter to worry about. Now, everything is changed. Bloodcurdling screams pierce the night air and lurid memories
haunt feverish dreams. Alex is the new kid from the wrong side of the tracks, and it’s all he can do to keep his head down until his eighteenth birthday when he can leave his life in foster care
behind him. But Alex doesn’t realize he and the quiet girl from class with lonely, blue eyes are fated in the most impossible way imaginable. 3. MIDNIGHT SUN The six of them survived the
Alaskan winter after the Virus devastated the North, but summer in the land of the midnight sun is fraught with a brutality of its own—long, grueling days, mosquito-ridden evenings, and woods
with lurking shadows more dangerous than grizzlies. 4. FADING SHADOWS Crazed survivors and Ability-hungry madmen aren’t the only repercussions of the Virus, and when a new,
unforeseen danger threatens the townspeople, Kat must embrace her unharnessed Ability she’s been trying for years to avoid. 5. UNTAMED Beau has learned to embrace his Ability, but
when he loses his best friend, Beau’s world crumbles all over again. Brokenhearted, he embarks on a transformative journey of self-discovery, fraught with danger and adventure, and most
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unexpectedly, love. But the scars left in the wake of the Virus run deeper than Beau can possibly imagine. 6. UNBROKEN Thea fears the moment she’ll have to use her telekinesis again.
After all, the mere flick of her wrist in the heat of the moment could prove fatal for someone she loves, and she already has enough blood on her hands to last her a lifetime. So, Thea jumps at
the chance to shrug off the shadows of her youth and prove to herself she’s unbroken. Hunter and Thea have never gotten along, and three weeks together could be Hunter’s undoing...just
not in the way he’s expecting. Keywords: a post-apocalyptic survival action adventure series, science fiction and fantasy survival fiction, superhuman, supernatural super powers, for fans of
The Stand by Stephen King, The Arcana Chronicles by Kresley Cole, The Great Alone by Kristin Hannah. In The Ending Series world by lindsey fairleigh, lindsey pogue, lindsey sparks,
pandemic and Virus outbreak, gritty apocalypse and horror setting, science fiction and genetic engineering
It's 2054. Long-time high school wrestling friends Sam and Ross are arguing in a bar 17 years after the Great Debacle. Ross is wondering if he should purchase the new anti-aging treatments.
Sam thinks he's stupid for considering it, given the state of the world. A stranger joins the three, and they hope he's not an undercover thug for the new oligarch-controlled state. They swear; a
lot.
Blending cultural studies, gender studies, and film studies, Inness gives new insight into the kinds of female characters offered to women as role models.
7 billion zombies. 1 man. When the zombie apocalypse hits America, not a soul is left alive. Except Amo. He's a comic book artist. He's a video game world builder. He's just a regular guy
living in New York city, with only his wits, creativity and basic decency to guide him. He's alone against 7 billion zombies. Will he survive? 'Robinson Crusoe' meets the zombie apocalypse like
you've never seen it before, packed with adventure, gore and a mind-blowing twist. A tale of post-apocalyptic, zombie survival action that kicks off the Zombie Ocean series, continued in Book
2, The Lost. Burning questions will be raised and answered, like: - How do you survive when the whole world wants to eat you? - Where does hope come from when you're the last one alive? Where are all the zombies going, and what on Earth do they really want? Would you survive? Measure yourself against Amo- scroll up and get your copy now. If you like apocalyptic stories
like 'I Am Legend', 'The Girl with All the Gifts' or 'The Walking Dead' you will love this book. Reviews "A thoroughly enjoyable zombie romp unlike any other piece of zombie lore I've come
across." - Dominic McCann "Loved this! A surprising twist on the zombie novel. - Mike "Not your typical Zombie apocalypse book! Loved the ending." - M. Barker "By far this is the BEST
zombie book I have ever read." - Cherie Unsworth "I loved it. You never know what is coming next." - Shelly Newkirk
He thought he was prepared. He thought his family was safe. He was wrong. Five years after a pneumonic plague killed two-thirds of the world’s population, army veteran Marcus Battle is
isolated. He’s alone with his guns, his food, and the graves of his wife and child. Unaware of the chaos that’s befallen everything outside of his central Texas ranch land, Marcus lives a
Spartan life. If anyone steps onto his property he shoots first and never ask questions. But when a woman in distress, chased by marauders, seeks asylum, Marcus has a decision to make.
Does he throw her to the wolves to protect himself, or does he help her and leave the shelter and protection of home?
As a deadly virus decimates the world's population, survivors struggle to find each other. After all, nobody wants to be Alone at the End of the World. Thirteen-year-old Ethan should be
practicing his skateboard moves, not watching his family members die, one by one. He knows he could become a victim of the evil infection at any minute. Scared and alone, he fills his
backpack and goes in search of other survivors, hoping he lives long enough to find someone. Anyone. When Cassie sees the bodies of neighbors and strangers littering what had been
pristine front lawns, she realizes her intense focus on business and family may have saved their lives. How does a single mom and her two kids survive an apocalypse alone? Noah emerges
from his two-week fishing trip in the Northwoods of Wisconsin, shocked to learn that a devastating pandemic has swept the world. Should he venture into the fray to find other survivors or
retreat into the woods and isolate himself as long as he can?When their paths converge, they face a new struggle ? learning to trust total strangers as if their very survival depends on it...
because it does. Sympatico Syndrome is intent on sparing no one.
Can you survive the Zombie Apocalypse? Dead Reckon makes sure you will. You see, Dead Reckon is part graphic novel, part apocalypse survival guide, all zombie outbreak-awesomeness!
In this first issue you will experience the challenges of an impending zombie outbreak. Is it possible to increase your chances of survival by using geography to prepare for the outbreak?
You're darn right it is! And Dead Reckon will show you how. This issue is the first in a series designed to complement the Zombie-Based Learning curriculum, available at
www.ZombieBased.com.
How far would you go to be free? Nick's group barely survived the last attack. Now they're holed up in the empty ski lodge to regroup, out of reach of the Denver gang. When three desperate
strangers show up, Nick faces a tough decision. The wrong choice could risk their lives. Who would you trust?On the road to their new home, Daniel's mother Anne falls mysteriously ill.
Fearing exposure to the deadly virus, the two must quarantine themselves in an empty town. Before long, they realize things in the desert town aren't what they appear.Getting home will be
the hardest part.Food is running out. Winter is approaching. There's only one way out of the mountains, but it won't be easy. As Nick's group ventures closer to gang territory to get home, Mia
gets closer to important answers about the virus. But will the truth about Hosta really matter if they don't survive long enough to get home?Fight to Be Free is Book 3 in a post-apocalyptic
thriller series about people pushing past their limits as they try to survive the end of the world.
Seminar paper from the year 2011 in the subject American Studies - Literature, grade: 1,3, University of Würzburg (Institut für Anglistik und Amerikanistik), course: Themenbereich
Amerikanistik: Masters of Transgressive Fiction: Ellis, Palahniuk and McCarthy, language: English, abstract: In this paper I want to discuss on how Cormac McCarthy treats the topics God,
morals and justice in the post-apocalyptic setting of his prize-winning novel The Road and give insight on how these constructions work in general.

Could you push past your limits to survive the apocalypse?After the deadliest virus known to man, law and order have collapsed. The surviving few are left to find their way
among the ashes of civilization. Chaos reigns.What if your preparations weren't enough?Nick thought he was ready. He has a lodge in the mountains in New Mexico, packed full
of supplies and ammo. He thought he could protect his family, but the virus took them anyway. Soon, he finds others that rely on him. With everything lost, can he find the
strength in himself to go on?Could you face your greatest fears?Liz is trapped in Albuquerque. A dangerous battle rages around her, and she doesn't have long to live if she
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stays. The only way out is through the mountains, and there's only one man who can take her. But can she put her faith in a stranger's promise?Only a few survived the outbreak,
but that was just the beginning. Now they'll have to fight harder than ever to stay alive.Fight to Survive is Book 1 in a post-apocalyptic thriller series about people pushing past
their limits as they try to survive the end of the world.
Can social theories forge new paths into an uncertain future? The future has become increasingly difficult to imagine. We might be able to predict a few events, but imagining
how looming disasters will coincide is simultaneously necessary and impossible. Drawing on speculative fiction and social theory, Theory for the World to Come is the beginning
of a conversation about theories that move beyond nihilistic conceptions of the capitalism-caused Anthropocene and toward generative bodies of thought that provoke creative
ways of thinking about the world ahead. Matthew J. Wolf-Meyer draws on such authors as Kim Stanley Robinson and Octavia Butler, and engages with afrofuturism, indigenous
speculative fiction, and films from the 1970s and ’80s to help think differently about the future and its possibilities. Forerunners: Ideas First Short books of thought-in-process
scholarship, where intense analysis, questioning, and speculation take the lead
With the plains to their backs, Jace Stanford and crew are just steps from their destination: the Stronghold of Boulder, CO. All they have to do is battle the mega-powerful,
corporate/political/military entity that is the Consortium, survive the brainwashed killing machines that call themselves the Sisters, and deal with a mad scientist hell bent on
making life really, really hard for everyone because he’s just a f*ing jerk. Not a problem! If anyone can get his friends and family through a nightmare like this, it’s Jace Stanford!
What’s that? There’s a horde of zombies that’s close to half a million strong coming for them all? Okay, everyone’s screwed… It is Z-Burbia after all! Reviews- “It's the last push
to reach safety for Long Pork and his very extended family. Lots of fighting, swearing, laughs and tears as Jace carries on with his bumbling, brilliant plans, stumpageddon and
his "thoughts out loud". There is continuous action, with barely a moment to catch your breath throughout the whole book.” -PJ Lea, 5-star Goodreads review “It's hard to keep
coming up with unique situations and solutions to those situations but Jake bible does it with a F*ck ton of humor and violence. I like the characters, scratch that, I love the
characters. I recommend it for the horror/humor crowd.” -Stephanie H, 5-star Goodreads review Other books by Jake Bible: By Series: The Apex Trilogy (Dead Mech, The
Americans, Metal & Ash) The Kaiju Winter Series Roak: Galactic Bounty Hunter Series The Mega/Team Grendel Thrillers The Flipside Sagas Max Rage: Intergalactic Badass!
Black Box Inc. Series Dead Mech/The Apex Trilogy The Salvage Merc One Series Fighting Iron Series Dead Team Alpha Series The AntiBio Series Reign of Four By Genre:
Post-Apocalyptic- The Z-Burbia Series Dead Team Alpha Series Dead Mech/The Apex Trilogy EverRealm Fighting Iron Series The AntiBio Series The Kaiju Winter Series
Zombies!- The Z-Burbia Series Dead Team Alpha Series Dead Mech/The Apex Trilogy EverRealm Science Fiction- Roak: Galactic Bounty Hunter Series Max Rage: Intergalactic
Badass! The Flipside Sagas The Salvage Merc One Series Drop Team Zero Outpost Hell Galactic Vice Agent Prime Dead Mech/The Apex Trilogy Fighting Iron Series Mech
Corps Reign of Four The AntiBio Series In Perpetuity Thriller/Action/Adventure- Max Rage: Intergalactic Badass! The Mega/Team Grendel Thrillers The Flipside Sagas Blood
Cruise Agent Prime Galactic Vice Horror- The Z-Burbia Series Blood Cruise Stone Cold Bastards Fantasy/Urban Fantasy/Dark Fantasy- Black Box Inc. Series Stone Cold
Bastards EverRealm YA/MG Novels- ScareScapes! (middle grade scifi adventure Intentional Haunting (2014 Bram Stoker Award Finalist- YA horror) Little Dead Man (YA zombie
apocalypse) By Series: The Apex Trilogy (Dead Mech, The Americans, Metal & Ash) Roak: Galactic Bounty Hunter Series The Mega/Team Grendel Thrillers The Flipside Sagas
Max Rage: Intergalactic Badass! Black Box Inc. Series Dead Mech/The Apex Trilogy The Salvage Merc One Series Fighting Iron Series Dead Team Alpha Series The AntiBio
Series The Kaiju Winter Series Reign of Four Genres- zombie apocalypse, post-apocalyptic, dark humor, satire Keywords: zombies, post-apocalyptic, walking dead, George
Romero, undead, post apocalyptic Key Phrases: apocalyptic fiction, apocalyptic books, post-apocalypse books, zombie apocalypse satire, post-apocalyptic books, postapocalyptic fiction, post-apocalyptic collection, zombie apocalypse survival kit, zombie apocalypse books, George Romero books
This book investigates how contemporary post-apocalyptic novels place maternal characters at the forefront of rebuilding and reconceiving a devastated world. By overturning
patriarchal assumptions about the post-catastrophe world and women's place in it, the writers of the maternal post-apocalypse offer a (re)vision of speculative literature.
In this post-apocalyptic novel from Newbery Medal–winning author Robert C. O’Brien, a teen girl struggling to survive in the wake of unimaginable disaster comes across another
survivor. Ann Burden is sixteen years old and completely alone. The world as she once knew it is gone, ravaged by a nuclear war that has taken everyone from her. For the past
year, she has lived in a remote valley with no evidence of any other survivors. But the smoke from a distant campfire shatters Ann’s solitude. Someone else is still alive and
making his way toward the valley. Who is this man? What does he want? Can he be trusted? Both excited and terrified, Ann soon realizes there may be worse things than being
the last person on Earth.
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